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Android applications have to request permission to
access privacy-sensitive functions on phones.

- Internet
- Read/write messages
- SMS messages

All-at-once model leads to contact harvesting by
several companies, including large multi-national and
consequent investigations by regulation authorities.

Android Permissions Evolution of Permission Screens

Opportunity Cost

Given the potential dangers to privacy, questions pop up:
- What investment is required from users to read all the
permissions for the applications they download?
- What is the opportunity cost for Android smartphone
users if they would actually read all the user permission
screens?
- How do different Android permission models change the
cost to privacy?
- What is the opportunity cost to the United States?

Annual opportunity cost for person if read at leisure

Questions
Explicit Explicit II

Rough Estimation Methods
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𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑇'	×𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡,	the opportunity cost
𝑇', the time it takes to read permissions

𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒, the average hourly wage

𝑇' = 𝑛×𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 ÷ 𝑅

𝑛, the average number of applications downloaded
𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠, the number of words on a permission screen

𝑅, the average reading rate

Request

See more details in the paper, available from the FTC
workshop website and at:
http://www.winlab.rutgers.edu/~janne
See also
elasticpathing.org and securegestures.org for other work.

Annual opportunity cost for person if read at work

Annual opportunity cost in millions and billions to 
the USA if permissions are read at work.
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